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The Heroin Diaries A Year
In a feature on the then new “Coolmine Drug-Free Therapeutic Community” in 1973, this newspaper quoted its founder, Paddy Rossmore, as saying it had been inspired by the problems of an unnamed “friend ...
Faithfull Friend – on the late Paddy Rossmore, a reluctant celebrity who revolutionised drug treatment in Ireland
Four years ago, the stories of a young man named Billy with his mother Kristina and stepfather John Barboza appeared in The Opioid Diaries, a special issue of TIME calling attention to the dire rise ...
'Don't Give Up Hope.' A Mother On The Pain of Losing Her Son To Opioids and Learning To Find Her Voice
Child vanished from Portuguese holiday resort 14 years ago and never found but emergence of new suspect last year has brought fresh hope of answers and closure ...
Madeleine McCann: A timeline of the investigation into the British girl’s disappearance
Radio Diaries launched 25 years ago, bringing the voices of teenagers documenting their lives to All Things Considered. Founder and producer Joe Richman ...
Radio Diaries: 25 Years Of Telling Complex Stories Through Everyday Moments
Ty Dropic was only 13 years old when he signed up for Pfizer's pediatric clinical vaccine trial. From the mild side effects to his reasons for doing it, here's what it was like and why experts say ...
Here’s What It’s Like Getting the COVID-19 Vaccine as a Kid—From a Family Doing the Clinical Trials
When will my kids get a vaccine? It’s the question that is top of mind for millions of parents waiting for the Food and Drug Administration to authorize the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine for 12- to ...
How will kids react to COVID vaccines? These 2 Davis girls are part of a pivotal trial
The finding that babies whose mothers used cannabis were more likely to die within the first year ... drug at least three times a week during the first trimester and be willing to keep a diary ...
Heavy marijuana use during pregnancy linked to premature birth, early infant death
Books are to him as is heroin to an opium addict ... I wrote the following passages last year. I am embarrassed to admit this, but I have to face the truth. Corona, the most dreaded word in ...
A lockdown diary
In 1998, 18-year-old David Tebby from Newport, Wales, threw himself off a multi-storey car park after being prescribed a second course of the drug. A coroner said there was a 'possibility' it ...
A potent drug cured one woman's acne – but another man's parents believe it drove him to suicide... so how safe is it to take Roaccutane?
See allHide authors and affiliations Information provided to patients is thought to influence placebo and drug effects. In a prospective ... Using additional information available in the diaries, we ...
Altered Placebo and Drug Labeling Changes the Outcome of Episodic Migraine Attacks
EXCLUSIVE: The family of a truck driver who died in a crash while high on ice has been awarded a payout of more than half a million dollars after the Workers Compensation Commission found he was ...
Family of truckie killed in ice-fuelled crash awarded $500,000 as drug use was in ‘course of employment’
TO SAY LIFE has changed over the past year would be an understatement ... I started a new miracle drug in November called Kaftrio. I find it hard to put into words how much it has benefited ...
Opinion: 'A new cystic fibrosis drug means I'm the healthiest I've been for 20 years'
When there are doctors of medicine debating on whether or not a drug works against a virus ... hominem and who has the better grammar. Over a year into this pandemic and it’s the fake news ...
What are experts saying about miracle drugs?
Ranchi and other cities in the state are facing an acute shortage of hospital beds amid a rise in Covid-19 cases Inspired by web series, man kills wife, two kids and their tutor A forty-two-year-old ...
Ranchi Diary
Earlier this year, four drugmakers “voluntarily" pulled approvals for several types of lung and bladder cancers after “consulting" with FDA. Each drug had failed to extend survival after ...
FDA to scrutinise unproven cancer drugs after 10-year gap
Shares of Cara Therapeutics, Adverum Biotechnologies and Ardelyx Inc. all took big hits after each company announced unfavorable developments.
A Trifecta of Bad News Makes for a Rough Day for This Biotech Investor
(NEXSTAR) — Drugmaker Pfizer is currently testing a single pill cure for COVID-19, and if all goes well, the drug could be available this year. The drug, called PF-07321332, is currently in a ...
Single pill cure for COVID-19 could be available this year
The finding that babies whose mothers used cannabis were more likely to die within the first year ... be taking or have taken the drug at least three times a week during the first trimester and be ...
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